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QUESTION NO: 1

If prefix 7 is configured on the U1960 by referring to the following figure, which of the following statements are CORRECT? 
(Multiple Choice)

A. This prefix can be used only by intra-office users. Another prefix needs to be configured to allow inter-office users to call 
external users. 
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B. External users can dial prefix 7 to call intra-office extension 7000. 

C. Intra-office users can dial prefix 7 to call intra-office extension 7000. 

D. Intra-office users can dial prefix 7 to call 77000. The U1900 will automatically delete the last digit. Then, extension 7700 
will ring. 

ANSWER: B C D 

QUESTION NO: 2

Which of the following functions is NOT supported by agents on SoftConsole?

A. Show idle or busy 

B. Adjust the sequence of incoming calls in a call queue 

C. Send instant messages 

D. Transfer calls 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 3

A company has deployed a U1900 series unified gateway as the voice system (see the following figure). Extensions on the 
U1960 call extensions on the U1911 through the outgoing call prefix 9. Test result: A can properly call B but cannot call C. B 
also cannot call C. However, C can properly call A and B. In this scenario, which of the following statements is CORRECT?
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A. No number change rule (delete the first digit 9 in the called number) is configured for prefix 9 on the U1960. 

B. Intra-office call prefix 6 is not added on the U1911. 

C. The prefix for calling extensions under the U1960 is not added on the U1911. 

D. The PSTN access parameter for intra-office call prefix 6 on the U1911 is set to No. 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

Which of the following service can be configured on the user web page of U1911? (Multiple Choice)

A. Scheduled conference 

B. One Number Link You (ONLY) 

C. Call forwarding unconditionally 

D. Personalized ring back tone 

ANSWER: A B C 

QUESTION NO: 5

SIP user configuration shown in the following figure exists on the U1900 series unified gateway. Which of the following 
statements is CORRECT?

A. User 7000 can make intra-office and local calls. 

B. User 7000 can make only intra-office calls. 

C. User 7000 can make national toll calls in the specified time segment. 

D. User 7000 can make international toll calls. 

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 6

Which of the following does not bebng to the U1900 cabling specifications?
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A. The PGND cable is grounded based on the nearby principle, and is properly connected to the ground bar. 

B. The length of the PGND cable does not exceed 45 cm. The PGND cable shall be as short as possible, and coiling is 
forbidden. If the length of the PGND cable exceeds 45 cm, relocate the ground bar. 

C. The PGND cable shall not be in parallel or twisted with signal cables. 

D. Signal and power cables are separated, and analog and digital signal cables are routed together. 

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 7

Analog phone A registers with a U1960 unified gateway through the IAD proxy. IP phone B also registers with the U1960. If 
the U1960 encounters an unexpected power failure when

A and B are engaged in a call, the call between A and B is interrupted immediately.

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 8

The () function cannot be provided by LMT.

A. Displays and queries real-time alarms. 

B. Rolls back the unified gateway. 

C. Configure or commission the system through the serial port. 

D. Provides a built-in TFTP/FTPS server. 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 9

Assume that the prefix Oil has been configured on the U1960. For details, see the following figure. Which of the following 
statements are CORRECT? (Multiple Choice)
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A. User A with default rights can dial numbers starting with Oil. Then, calls are routed through office route selection code 10. 

B. User A with common rights can dial numbers starting with Oil. Then, calls are routed through office route selection code 
10. 

C. User A with advanced rights can dial numbers starting with Oil. Then, calls are routed through office route selection code 
10. 

D. User A with the international toll call rights can dial numbers starting with Oil. Then, calls are routed through office route 
selection code 10. 

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 10

Which of the following statements are CORRECT about the voice conference function of

U1960? (Multiple Choice)

A. If a conference is not encrypted, phones can successfully join the conference regardless of whether the phones have 
SRTP enabled. 

B. If a conference is not encrypted, phones can successfully join the conference only when they have SRTP disabled. 

C. With SRTP enabled, IP phones can join conferences successfully regardless of whether the conferences are encrypted. 

D. With SRTP disabled, IP phones can join conferences successfully regardless of whether the conferences are encrypted. 

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 11

In which of the following conditions may call barring occur? (Multiple Choice)

A. When the CPU usage of IP PBX exceeds the threshold 

B. When the bill pool of IP PBX is full 

C. When the trunk usage exceeds a certain level 

D. MTU board fault 
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ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 12

If a company director that has enabled the secretary service uses any shared line to call phone numbers of customers, the 
same number is displayed on the phones of the customers.

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 13

Which of the following parameters must be set when you configure the ATO trunk on the

U1900 series unified gateway? (Multiple Choice)

A. Port number 

B. Office route number 

C. Peer office IP address 

D. Line selection mode 

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 14

Which of the following methods can be used for differentiating between call rights of different users on U1900? (Multiple 
Choice)

A. Call barring based on password or simple card number 

B. Rights customization 

C. Grouping by call source 

D. Password-based call barring 
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ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 15

Four intra-office call prefixes 1, 12, 123, and 1234 are configured on a U1900 series unified gateway. When a user dials the 
intra-office number 12345, the matched intra-office call prefix is

()• 

A. 1 

B. 12 

C. 123 

D. 1234 

ANSWER: D 
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